Overview
In the competition for research funding, there is no secret to achieving guaranteed success. Having
access to the right information at the right time to achieve a thorough understanding of the funding
landscape is essential.
For more than 20 years, Research Professional has focused on the real needs of the researcher to
find funding opportunities, news, research policy intelligence and data on awarded grants. With
Research Professional’s technology and attention to detail you can be confident that the material
delivered to your researchers will be relevant and of interest to them, leading to greater satisfaction,
engagement and ultimately awareness across your institution of the wider research policy and funding
environment.

Research Professional Essentials

Maximize funding opportunities

Improve efficiencies &
workflows

Discover current global news
and insights

Leverage research policy
knowledge to your funding
applications

Demonstrate the impact of the
Research Office

World class support, training
& easy implementation

Delivering Value to Research Stakeholders
Funding Opportunities
The reality for most universities is that they draw funding
from a variety of different sources. With Research
Professional every type of funding opportunity,
covering global, regional, and national funding sources,
are curated by an experienced team of analysts and
compiled into one comprehensive database.
Accelerate research activity:
•
•
•
•
•

Find thousands of funding opportunities covering
all disciplines
Discover the widest variety of funders from across
the globe
Share funding opportunities with your colleagues
Automatically create funding alerts for your users
based on their research activity
Search thousands of upcoming conferences and
special journals seeking submissions through the
built-in Conferences & Papers database

Proactive Approach to Research Administration
Networked Tools
Research Professional Networked tools offer
administrators a host of new ways to share funding
information within your institution and help research
support staff work more effectively with researchers to
improve funding awareness across your institution.
•

Find and match funding opportunities with
colleagues and faculty

•

Identify what funding opportunities appeared in
your user’s email alerts

Increase the research office
impact and demonstrate ROI:
Measure usage with sophisticated
analytics
•

Manage user accounts & access
privileges

•

Measure usage and activity stats

•

Embed search results on any of your institutional
websites

•

•

Establish automatic funding alerts for individual
faculties, departments or research groups

View who is getting funding
alerts and email updates

•

•

Add internal deadlines, contacts and other notes
to funding opportunities

Integrate your Google Analytics
account for detailed page-bypage reporting

•

Integrate with our Funding API to bring
real-time data into your workflows and tools

•

Easily disseminate and communicate funding
opportunities with built-in customizable newsletters,
announcements and funding calendars

Funding Insights
EDITORIAL SUPPORT
Research Professional provides researchers and administrators with insights to help them increase success rates
and make more informed decisions about whether they should apply to specific grants or funder calls:

•

Organised into disciplinary hubs: A one-stop
shop with materials essential for winning bids

•

Opportunity profiles - Bespoke guidance on
upcoming funding calls, gleaned from interviews
with funders by our team of reporters. We cover
detail that you won’t find in the call specification

•

‘My winning proposal’ - in-depth interviews with
researchers who have successfully won funding in
the past

•

Top PI interviews - career stories of leading and
upcoming academics through the grants they won
and the lessons from the ones that got away

•

Know how articles - authoritative guidance from
the best experts on everything involved in winning
research funding, furthering your career and ideas
on how to boost your CV

AWARDS/GRANTS
With more than 300,000 awards from major funders all
over the world including the Welcome Trust, NIH, Horizon
2020 and Australian Research Council and growing,
researchers can utilize these resources to find the right
opportunity using the right resources:
•

Search and discover Research Professional’s
database of grant winners, dating back to 2006

•

Understand funding opportunities better by seeing
a list of previous winners linked to an open funding
call, the abstract of the winning proposal and how
much it was awarded

Research administrators can use this data to inform research strategy
by benchmarking their institutions vs. peer institutions.

News Service
Trusted intelligence for better decisions.
These days, there is a lot of news and announcements
and staying ahead of it can be a challenge. Research
Professional teams take on the task ensuring you stay
ahead it all.
Our editorial team around the world, carefully collated,
organized, and distil the most important developments
into a flow of news that’s quick and easy to follow; from
ethics to evaluation, open access to Science 2.0.
Focusing on research policy, research funding and
research politics, our news provides regional, national
and international coverage of government departments
and funding agencies. We take an objective, independent
view of events cutting through the gloss of press releases.
Our news provides invaluable insight, delivered through
flexible technology, to everyone in your institution. That
means sharper awareness of the policy and funding
environment in which you are operating, putting you in
a better position to make good decisions about where to
invest, who to hire and what to do next.

About Ex Libris

Learn more about Research Professional:
www.exlibrisgroup.com/researchprofessional

Ex Libris, a ProQuest company, is a leading global
provider of cloud-based SaaS solutions that
enable institutions and their individual users to
create, manage, and share knowledge. In close
collaboration with its customers and the broader
community, Ex Libris develops creative solutions
that increase library productivity, maximize the
impact of research activities, enhance teaching and
learning, and drive student mobile engagement. Ex
Libris serves over 7,500 customers in 90 countries.
For more information, see our website and join us
on LinkedIn, YouTube, Facebook, and Twitter.

Your trusted source for funding opportunities and research news

